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Vizrt TriCaster TC Mini 4K

Dostępność Zapytaj o dostępność

Producent Vizrt

Opis produktu
TriCaster Mini 4K - includes two Spark Plus 4K IO Converters

NewTek TriCaster Mini 4K is an easy to use compact video creation system to let anyone with a story to tell make fun and
exciting shows without needing production expertise.

You don’t have to be a video expert to tell your story with television-quality results. With TriCaster Mini 4K, you can be on your
way to making a show in resolutions up to UHD within minutes of opening the box. TriCaster Mini 4K delivers you all the
benefits of IP based production using NDI® for easy connectivity to media components while leveraging simple one-to-one
connections to your HDMI cameras and devices without cable length limitations.

No other portable video creation system offers so many easy and enjoyable ways to tell stories in such a small package for
the price than TriCaster Mini 4K. The compact unit is easy to transport and set up with all the features you need to deliver
high quality shows to screens and displays of any size or shape. With NDI®, TriCaster Mini 4K connects to a wide variety of
NewTek and third-party systems over IP like cameras, converters, and custom software applications. 
 

Complete Production Produce amazing content with hundreds of advanced production capabilities for video switching,
playback, mix effects, graphics, audio mixing, virtual sets, and more.
Format Flexibility Deliver an immersive viewing experience for programs, performances, events, and sports
intermixing formats up to UHD 60p resolution.
Native IP Processing NDI® video, audio and data transmission over IP with near-zero latency. Instant access to and
seamless interchange with essentially unlimited IP sources from anywhere across the network.
Multi-Source Video Mixing Use any combination of 8 external compatible IP video sources including cameras, mobile
devices, Skype video calls, computers, streaming media, audio/video files, graphics, and more.
Multi-Destination Delivery Produce digital media content in various aspect ratios, resolutions, and frame rates for any
screen or schedule, with 4 IP live outputs, multi-channel recording, multi-platform live streaming, social media
publishing, transfer to storage volumes or network locations, and more.
Recording and Replay Record 4 channels of full-resolution video to NDI® or QuickTime® files. Archive the master cut,
ingest raw camera footage for post-production, cache production extras and presentation materials for on-demand,
and capture real-time highlights for instant replay.
Production Control Build, save and use macros to combine functions, create simple customized soft panels with
LivePanel™ for remote productions, and automate shows including switching and graphics using teleprompter control
based on scripts with embedded commands using Live Story Creator.
Live Sound Experience A software-based audio mixer, support for digital, analog and network audio, Talk Back
communication, and stereo audio mix to the output.

Rejestracja Vizrt
WAMM Video Solutions posiada status Platinum Partnera Vizrt
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